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1.  Introduction 
 
The soft x-ray spectral region contains important core levels of 3d transition and 

rare earth elements and so has emerged as a powerful spectral region in which to study 
magnetism in a variety of materials  [1].  While some spectroscopic techniques are 
relatively mature in this spectral range, others are still under development.  This chapter 
reviews a variety of evolving soft x-ray techniques as applied to the study of magnetism 
and magnetic materials.  Emphasis is given to entirely photon based techniques that, 
compared to techniques detecting photoelectrons, can probe relatively deeply into 
samples and are compatible with strong and varying applied fields.  Emphasis is also 
placed on techniques that can resolve magnetic structure either in depth or laterally in 
samples, rather than just providing spatially averaged properties. 

The soft x-ray spectral range extends roughly from 100 eV to 2500 eV, and is 
often defined as that region where the path length of x-rays is insufficient to propagate in 
air at atmospheric pressure.  This strong soft x-ray absorption has made this spectral 
range one of the last to be exploited to study magnetic materials, since specialized 
sources, optical elements, and instrumentation are necessary for such measurements [2].  
Paradoxically perhaps, this strong absorption indicates large interaction cross-sections, 
especially at certain core levels, where magneto-optical effects can be larger than in any 
other spectral range.  Synchrotron radiation sources generally provide the polarized soft 
x-rays needed for these studies, and are now common enough to provide reasonable 
access.  Essentially all optical and scattering techniques common in the near-visible and 
x-ray spectral ranges have been extended into, or sometimes rediscovered in, the soft x-
ray range. The coupling of these large, resonant magneto-optical effects with these 
various techniques is discussed here.   

The following sections review fundamental characteristics of resonant magneto-
optical spectra at x-ray core levels before introducing different approaches to apply these 
effects in different ways.   Since modern magnetic materials are typically chemically and 
magnetically heterogeneous, often down to nanometer length scales, it is natural to 
categorize techniques by their ability to resolve such structure both in depth and laterally.  
For example, direct measurements of transmitted (forward scattered) beams average both 
laterally and in-depth throughout the illuminated area.  Specular reflection techniques 
average over lateral structure, but can provide depth resolution in different ways.  Diffuse 
scattering and diffraction, in transmission or reflection geometry, can resolve lateral 
structure and can also have variable depth sensitivity.  Partially coherent scattering 
provides an ensemble average over structure, while coherent scattering retains details of 
local structural information.  Finally, zone-plate microscopy provides direct images of 
local chemical and magnetic structure.  Recent advances in each of these areas are 
discussed and compared below.   
 
 
2.  Core resonant magneto-optical properties  

 
Optical and magneto-optical (MO) properties relevant to soft x-ray measurements 

are briefly reviewed here.  First, geometrical conventions used in this chapter are defined 
in Figure 1 showing a generalized scattering event.  Incoming and scattered wavevectors 
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Figure 1.  Vectors relevant to the scattering process.  The sample can be of 
arbitrary form. 

0k  and k  define a scattering plane containing the scattering vector q .  The 
magnitude | , where is the total scattering angle and is the x-ray 
wavelength, is the spatial frequency probed in a scattering measurement.  Structural 
information can be obtained only along  and is averaged perpendicular to .  In the soft 
x-ray range λ  and we can probe spatial frequencies corresponding to real-
space distances as small as ~ 2  or ~ 0.2 – 2 nm.  This ability to resolve 
nanometer-scale structure is one important feature of soft x-ray magneto-optical 
measurements.  The wavevectors have associated polarization unit vectors e  and e that 
are important in determining how charge and magnetic effects manifest in measurements.  
We define the Cartesian coordinate system with || , so the x – z plane defines the 
scattering plane in Figure 1. 
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The generalized scattering event in Figure 1 can be measured in transmission, 
specular reflection, or off-specular reflection geometry.  The terms Faraday and Kerr are 
used here to designate transmission and reflection geometries, respectively, partly as a 
reminder of the distinct geometries used by these pioneers of MO effects.  The sample 
magnetization M(x, y, z) is considered to potentially exhibit spatial variation in both 
direction and magnitude with position the sample.  From MO effects in the near visible 
spectral range we adopt the terminology longitudinal, transverse, and polar to describe 
scattering measurements in which M is predominantly along x, y or z, respectively.   

We can equally well describe the polarization (e  and ) of incident and 
scattered fields via orthogonal linear or circular components.  Orthogonal linear 
components are referenced with respect to the scattering plane; e  has the electric field 
component always normal to the scattering plane (|| y), while for  it is in the scattering 
plane (|| .  Orthogonal circular components are referenced with respect 
to the directions k  and .  For right and left circular polarization e  is given by 
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Figure 2.  Quasi-elastic resonant scattering at with x-ray energies tuned to sharp, spin-
orbit split core levels exhibit large magneto-optical effects through coupling to spin-
polarized, empty intermediate states. 

bases to describe e  and  according to which provides the simplest description of the 
phenomena under consideration. 

0 fe

 
 

2.1.  The resonant atomic scattering factors – theoretical description 
 
The complex index of refraction and dielectric tensor ε are valid 

descriptions of optical and MO properties of matter in the x-ray spectral range.  However, 
the atomic scattering factor  provides a more fundamental, microscopic 
description, since it resolves the optical properties into the contributions of individual 
atoms and ions, and indeed their individual electronic states that constitute the sample.  
This elemental, electronic state specificity is another powerful aspect of core-resonant x-
ray scattering measurements.  Explicit polarization effects associated with distinct 
resonant charge and magnetic effects are simply expressed in , as seen below.   

)(λn )(λ

),q

),( qf λ

(f λ
The resonant scattering process at an atomic core level is schematically depicted 

in Figure 2.  While resonant second-order matrix elements allow for many complex 
processes such as resonant inelastic scattering and fluorescence [3] we are concerned here 
with quasi-elastic scattering in which scattered and incident photons have the same 
energy.  Detectors that operate in the soft x-ray range typically cannot discriminate 
between elastic and inelastic scattering, and grating spectrometers are needed to clearly 
resolve inelastic events.  The varied scattering events discussed below are dominated by 
elastic scattering.    

The atomic scattering factor is generally expressed as  
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containing a non-resonant term ( ) and real and imaginary resonant terms ( and ) 
that are related through a Kramers-Kronig dispersion relation [4].  Refractive (real) terms 
are collected in  and absorptive terms in  [5].   is essentially the Fourier 
transform of the atomic electron density as sensed by radiation with wavelength .  The 
q dependence results from the shape of the atomic electron density, although for the 
relatively large λ in the soft x-ray range the atoms scatter as points and this dependence 
is typically ignored.  The resonant terms represent the sum of all allowed transitions 
within the scattering atom, which are spread throughout the spectrum for a given element, 
and vary systematically with atomic number [5].  Sensitivity to the electronic structure of, 
and immediately surrounding, the scattering atom results from the resonant absorption, 
and often yields valuable information about the distribution of electrons as well as their 
spin and orbital moments, as discussed below.   
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λ

 Quantum mechanical calculations identify many distinct resonant contributions 
to scattering at a given atomic core level [6], and the general expression for 

above effectively groups these together in  and .  We consider only electric 
dipole transitions, as higher order terms that may be significant in the hard x-ray spectral 
range are expected to be negligible in the soft x-ray range.  Retaining only non-resonant 
pure charge and resonant charge and magnetic terms, all of which are much larger than 
non-resonant magnetic terms [6, 7] yields 3 leading resonant terms with distinct 
dependencies on and .  Together with the non-resonant charge term the scattering 
factor becomes 
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Here re is the electron radius, Z the atomic number, and m is a unit vector along the 
magnetization of the ion.  The different  terms are dipole matrix elements from initial 
to final states resolved into different spherical harmonics, and thus represent the spectral 
dependence of transitions between electronic states of specific symmetry, specific linear 
combinations of which are associated with distinct polarization dependencies.  These 
polarization- and symmetry-specific contributions reveal how anisotropies in bonding as 
well as spin polarization can lead to anisotropic optical and magneto-optical properties.  
Indeed, in single crystals with reduced symmetry, measurements of the anisotropy of 
resonant scattering factors can provide information about the anisotropy in state-specific 
anti-bonding orbitals [7].  While the expression above was developed explicitly for 
localized atomic or ionic final states, these basic terms are also found in theoretical 
descriptions of atomic scattering factors in itinerant metallic systems described by band 
structure. 

LMF
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Most of the materials considered here are not single crystals, and we choose to 
simplify the scattering factor expression as  
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Here  represents the resonant and non-resonant charge scattering,  the resonant 
magnetic scattering 1

cf
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st order in m, and  the resonant magnetic scattering 22mf

0

nd order in 
m.  Corresponding polarization prefactors ,  and  contain the distinct 
polarization dependence of these terms resulting from the interaction of e  with the 
vector spherical harmonics describing the transitions in (1).   is the well-
known Thompson polarization dependence for a free electron.  First order 

 depends on  e  and , and , and is non-zero for circular 
polarization when e and  have the same helicity, or for linear polarization for σ → , 

, or π →  scattering.  Second order  depends on the 
projections of m  with  and , and varies generally with orthogonal linear 
polarization.  The terms optical, charge, and chemical scattering refer to , while 
magneto-optical and magnetic scattering refer to  and .  However one must 
always consider how both charge and magnetic terms contribute to measured signals.  
First order MO effects include magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) and magnetic circular 
birefringence that yields rotation of linearly polarized light in the Faraday and Kerr 
geometries.  These typically are the dominant MO effects in ferromagnetic (FM) 
materials, and are absent in compensated antiferromagnetic (AF) materials.  Second order 
terms yield magnetic linear dichroism (MLD) that is present in compensated 
antiferromagnets and can be significant in ferrimagnets and high-anisotropy 
ferromagnets.  Since  is generally small compared to  for metallic ferromagnets, it 
is common to ignore , as is done for the most part here. 
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The linear basis (e ) for e  and e  is a common choice in describing 
magnetic scattering [8, 7, 9].  However the circular basis ( ) can bring added 
simplicity, since, according to (2) there is no polarization mixing in the scattering 
process, while there is mixing when using the linear basis.  Adopting the circular basis 
and ignoring , the scattering factor simplifies to , where  refers 
to opposite helicity.  For small  and longitudinal m, we have .  The 
asymmetry  gives just the first order magnetic part and the average 

 gives just the charge part of the scattering factor [10].  While these 
simple expressions hold for these scattering amplitudes, we see below that the asymmetry 
and average of scattered intensities measured with opposite helicity are not so simply 
related to magnetism and charge because of interference of their amplitudes in the 
scattering process. 
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2.2.  The Fe scattering factors across the L2,3 edges 
 
Particularly large resonant effects in  are expected to occur at absorption edges 

that couple sharp core levels to partially filled empty levels at and above the Fermi level 
via dipole-allowed transitions.  When the core levels are spin-orbit split and the empty 
states are spin-polarized, large resonant magnetic effects in  is expected.  For the 3d 
transition elements, relevant L

1mf
2 and L3 edges couple initial 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 levels to the 

spin-polarized 3d levels in the 500 – 1000 eV range.  For rare-earth elements, relevant 
edges with strong resonances include M4 and M5 edges (3d3/2, 3d5/2  4f ) in the 850 – 
1600 eV range, N

→
4 and N5 edges (4d3/2, 4d5/2  4f ) in the 100 – 200 eV range.  Weaker 

rare-earth resonances occur at the N
→

2 and N3 edges (4p1/2, 4p3/2 →5d) in the 200 – 400 eV 
range, and M2 and M3 edges (3p1/2, 3p3/2 →  5d ) in the 1200 – 2200 eV range.  All of 
these edges fall in the soft x-ray spectral range, making it especially attractive for 
resonant magnetic studies.  Also interesting are the rare earth L2 and L3 edges in the 5,700 
– 10,300 eV hard x-ray spectral range (see Chapter 5).  

cf

cf 1mf

2f 1f
Figure 3.  Measured charge ( ) and first order magnetic ( ) scattering factors for Fe 
across its L2,3 edges.  The imaginary ( ) and real ( ) parts are related through 
Kramers-Kronig dispersion relations.  (From Ref. 10.) 
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Experimentally determined values of  and  for elemental Fe across its L2,3 

edges [10] in Figure 3 are dominated by strong white line absorption at the sharp core 
levels, and corresponding strong resonances in the refractive contributions.  The results 
for Fe are representative of the other 3d transition metals (Cr – Ni) of interest in magnetic 
materials, whose white line strengths decrease as the 3d states fill with increasing Z.  
Similar results for selected rare earth elements are available in the literature [11].  As will 
be seen, it is these large resonant changes in both  and  that enable many new 
measurements in this spectral range.  For elemental Fe,  shows very weak resonant 
enhancement compared to  [10].  

cf 1mf

cf 1mf

2mf

1mf

cf 1mf

Figure 4.  The 1/e penetration depth at normal incidence for Fe across its L2,3 edges shows 
strong helicity dependence.  Magnetization is assumed to be normal to the surface.  (From 
Ref. 10.) 

The resonant spectral behavior of  and  can be important for many reasons, 
ranging from experiment planning to interpretation of various scattering results including 
absolute determination of spin and orbital moments via sum rules.  Because their resonant 
values can depend strongly on local chemical environment and hence can vary 
significantly with sample, their careful determination for specific samples studied can be 
important.  Here we use these values for Fe to draw some general conclusions for soft x-
ray studies of magnetic materials by considering the behavior of the skin depth and 
critical angle for total external reflection vs. energy near the 2p core levels. 

The relation between the complex index of refraction n and the atomic scattering 
factors is useful in some of these considerations.  For a homogeneous, multicomponent 
phase the index is given by1 , where different species i 

have different  and number density , and  is the electron radius.  For 
elemental Fe, considering only the first order magnetic term leads to three limiting cases 
for n [10].  Zero  contribution (only charge scattering) yields  and corresponds to 
propagation normal to M.   Maximum  contribution of opposite sign yields n and 
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Figure 5.  The critical angle for total external reflection evaluated for different 
polarizations assuming magnetization is saturated in the longitudinal direction in the 
surface plane.  (From Ref. 10.) 

−n
βδ in −−= 1 β

πβ4/ νh

θsin

δ2=C

, corresponding to circular polarization propagating parallel and antiparallel to 
saturated M.  Each can be written  where  is the absorption index and δ  
the refractive contribution.  The penetration depth for the electric field intensity at normal 
incidence, λ , is strongly dependent on  and polarization across the 2p spectrum, 
as seen in Figure 4.  Below the L3 edge radiation penetrates hundreds of nm into an Fe 
sample, independent of polarization.  Strong L3 absorption significantly reduces 
penetration in a polarization dependent way to 13 and 24 nm for the opposite helicity 
circular components.  Away from normal incidence, skin depth scales as  until near 
the critical angle for total reflection where refractive effects come into play.  Thus at θ = 
15°, commonly used to study samples with in-plane M, the penetration depth is only 3 
and 6 nm for the circular components.  Below it is seen that this energy dependent 
penetration depth can be used to obtain depth-resolved information.   

C 1

=θ Cθ

Large optical and MO effects occur near the critical angle for total external 
reflection, θ , that is plotted for +/- helicity (charge plus/minus magnetic) and 
linear (charge only) scattering in Figure 5.  The dispersive resonances associated with the 
L3 and L2 lines are strong enough that θ  vanishes when f′ < -Z electrons and , 
in which case incident wave fields refract into the sample rather than toward the sample 
surface.  In the transition from total external to total internal reflection, the optical 
properties pass through the zero refraction condition when δ  passes through 0.  Not only 
are the resonant charge refractive effects quite large, but the magnetic counterparts are 
likewise large, as seen by the distinct differences in θ  for the different polarizations.  
Both the reflected intensity and the phase change on reflection (which varies by π  from 

 toθ = ) are strong functions of polarization (or M direction), and so can produce 
striking MO effects in experiments operating near this angular range.   

Re[ ]n >

C

0
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Especially when working in reflection geometry, changes in θ , , , and M 
can have a striking influence on the shape of q-resolved scattered signals because of 
changes in the effective sample volume resulting from these changes in penetration depth 
and θ , and from changes in magnetic scattering amplitudes.  These optical and 
magneto-optical effects can overshadow effects due, for example, to spatial structure 
variation of interest in a specific measurement [10].  Thus it is important to utilize 
realistic resonant scattering factors in modeling experimental results, so that these effects 
can be clearly distinguished from possible structural signals of interest. 

νh 0e

C

 
 
3. XMCD and related spectroscopies  

 
In this section spectroscopy is narrowly defined to represent the energy 

dependence of either the imaginary ( ) or the real ( ) part of , , and .  
Specifically, we limit consideration first to measurements of  and , and .  
Here we are primarily concerned with measuring the spatially averaged values, rather 
than their possible variation with position.  In subsequent sections we consider 
spectroscopic aspects of techniques to explicitly resolve the spatial variation of magnetic 
structure.  In the case of scattering techniques, measured energy spectra generally depend 
on both the real and imaginary parts of the scattering factors, often in complex ways. 

2f 1f cf

c,

1mf

2f
2mf
ff 2 1,m 1,1 m

Near edge x-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) or x-ray absorption (XAS) 
spectra ( ) are of interest because they provide a direct measure of the density of 
unoccupied states that can be used to study systematic changes in materials and can be 
compared with theoretical calculations of electronic structure [12].  For example, the 
strength of the Fe L

cf ,2

3 and L2 white lines in Figure 3 is a measure of the unoccupied 3d and 
3s states accessible from the 2p level via dipole selection rules.  The high symmetry of Fe 
atoms in the bulk bcc structure yields relatively featureless L3 and L2 lines, although 
reduced crystal field symmetry generally introduces multiplet splitting in the 3d states 
that can show up as pronounced, characteristic NEXAFS features [13].  NEXAFS spectra 
thus provide a useful experimental indicator of general trends in local atomic or ionic 
configurations.  Theoretical interpretation of such spectra must proceed with care, as the 
absorption process itself complicates the measurement of ground state (unexcited) 
electronic structure, since this structure relaxes to screen the core hole produced in the 
absorption event, and scattering effects of the outgoing photoelectrons can influence 
spectral shapes [12, 7].   
 
3.1. XMCD sum rules and applications 

 
Magnetic dichroism spectra are measured in accordance with the polarization 

dependence of  and .  While x-ray MLD (XMLD) [14] was observed before x-
ray MCD (XMCD) [15] in the x-ray spectral region, XMCD is sensitive to ferromagnetic 
moments and thus is more generally utilized than XMLD.  Using circular polarization 
with reversed helicity or magnetization, XMCD is defined as , 

1mp 2mp

1,212]Im[ mm fpff =− −+
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where  emphasizes that measurements sense the projection of m on k .  The XMCD 
spectrum ( ) for Fe is in the upper panel of Figure 3.   

1mp 0

meff
spin

eff
spinm

1,2 mf
Beyond element-specific detection of ferromagnetic moments and their qualitative 

variation among samples, sum rules can yield quantitative measures of elemental spin 
[16] and orbital moments [17].  The sum rules use the areas under the L3 and L2 XMCD 
peaks, A3 and A2, respectively, to determine the effective spin moment and 
the orbital moment  [18].  Determination of the absolute value of these 
elemental moments requires a value for the number of holes in the 3d shell  that is 
generally not known.  Experimentally is proportional to the sum of the areas of the L

23 AA +∝

h
dn3

23 2AAmorb −∝

cf

h
dn3

orb m/
3 

and L2 white lines in .  The ratio  is independent of .    is an 
effective spin moment because, according to the sum rules, the spectra leave unresolved a 
contribution from the magnetic dipole moment.   The sum rules have been used to obtain 
values for spin and orbital moments consistent with those expected for Fe, Co, and Ni 
[18, 19]. 

eff
spinm h

dn3

 The ability to measure  is a powerful aspect of XMCD spectroscopy, 
especially since orbital moments are sensitively related to magnetocrystalline anisotropy 
in the bulk and at interfaces in thin films.  This sensitivity has advanced our 
understanding of the reorientation transition from in-plane to perpendicular magneto-
crystalline anisotropy (PMA) in ultra thin films by revealing enhanced orbital moments 
associated with interfaces [20, 21], as predicted originally by Néel [22].  This 
reorientation transition is generally thought to occur as the interfacial contribution to the 
total anisotropy, generally favoring perpendicular anisotropy, overcomes the bulk 
contribution favoring in-plane anisotropy, with decreasing film thickness.  XMCD studies 
applying the sum rules have observed large enhancements in orbital moments in ultrathin 
ferromagnetic films grown on or sandwiched between normal metals [23, 24, 25, 26, 27].  
Several studies suggest that this enhanced interfacial  has a distinct perpendicular 
anisotropy [20, 21] in films thin enough to exhibit PMA, while another points out the 
difficulty of resolving anisotropy of orbital from spin moments because of spin-obit 
coupling [28].  One study observed an enhanced interfacial  with in-plane orientation 
in a thicker film with overall in-plane anisotropy [27].    

orbm

orbm

orbm

In addition to the enhanced interfacial orbital moments, XMCD has revealed other 
important phenomena relating to magnetism in ultrathin films and at buried interfaces.  
One example is induced moments in nominally non-magnetic, ultrathin spacer layers 
such as Pt, Pd, and Cu when layered with ferromagnetic layers such as Co [29, 24, 30].  
Another example is a significant increase (or change, more generally) in the size of the L3 
and L2 white lines of 3d ferromagnetic layers at interfaces with non-metals [27, 27], 
indicating an increase in n consistent with charge transfer out of the 3d states.  Yet 
another example is the observation of magnetic dead layers at interfaces.  While 
interfacial Co in Co/Pt multilayers shows enhanced orbital and spin moments, Ni 
interfaces with Pt show regions of reduced or no magnetism [31, 32].   

h
d3

All of these examples point to the conclusion that significant hybridization 
generally occurs at buried interfaces, with resulting redistribution of electrons in ways 
that radically alter electronic and magnetic properties potentially on both sides of the 
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interface.  It is also clear that XMCD and NEXAFS provide valuable capabilities to 
resolve these and other changes in electronic structure at buried interfaces.  Of course, 
bulk properties of thin films are also studied beneficially with these spectroscopies.  
Magnetic semiconductors are one such class of materials, where induced moments of Ga 
and As host species are observed in (Ga1-xMnx)As [33], and Co moments are observed in 
dilute Co anatase (Ti1-xCox)O2 films [34]. 

 
3.2.  Sensitivity of different absorption techniques 

 
The above examples raise questions regarding the depth-sensitivity of soft x-ray 

XAS and XMCD measurements.  How, for example, can sensitivity to buried interfaces 
be obtained?  For the most part, these studies have determined that specific properties are 
intrinsic to interfaces by studying ultrathin films as their thickness decreases; interfacial 
effects are reasonably inferred to dominate in the thin limit.  But the measured signals 
have only finite sensing depths, and, since subtle changes in spectral shapes and 
intensities are sometimes used to draw conclusions, it is important to consider the 
systematics of depth sensitivity.  Three different modes are commonly used to measure 
XAS and XMCD in the soft x-ray range; total electron yield, fluorescence, and 
transmission.   

By far the most common means to measure absorption in the soft x-ray range is 
by total electron yield, which is dominated by low energy secondary electron emission 
from the sample.  In practice it is often easier to measure not the emitted electrons 
directly, but their complement given by the sample drain current flowing into the sample.  
Low energy secondary electrons have short escape depths  nm that limit the 

available information depth.  The x-ray penetration length 

42 −≅el

θsin

x

)(λ

λ
πβ4

=xl

xl

 for grazing 

incidence angle θ  is generally large compared to l , but can be comparable to or less 
than  at the strong white lines in absorption spectra (above).  Thus, even though is 
small and essentially constant with λ , the strong energy dependence of l  imparts an 
energy dependence on the excitation rate of secondary electrons with depth than can 
significantly influence intensity of absorption features.  Correction factors for these well-
known saturation artifacts must be applied to obtain realistic values for spin and orbital 
moments from sum rules [19].  This in turn requires knowledge of , as well as its 
polarization dependence.  Electron yield detection can be compatible with varying 
applied magnetic fields, provided care is taken to ensure that all emitted electrons 
contribute to the signal. 

e

el el
)(λ

Even though its cross-section is weak in the soft x-ray region, fluorescence 
detection mode is also used to obtain NEXAFS and XMCD spectra, and is clearly 
compatible with strong and varying applied fields.  The fluorescence signal escape depth 

 is much greater than , although similar considerations and corrections for the 
interplay between and l  are applicable.  A more fundamental concern is whether 
the L fluorescence signal is a true measure of the overall absorption, since the 
fluorescence cross-section is not necessarily equal for different multiplets [35, 36].  A 
practical concern relates to the very low cross-section (< 1 %) for fluorescence in general 

fl el

xfl )(λ
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in the soft x-ray range [37], that does not preclude the possibility that resonant elastically 
scattered photons may be detected along with fluorescence.  While careful detector 
positioning based on  can minimize elastic charge scattering,  shows that this is 
not effective for resonant magnetic scattering.  Thus a grating spectrometer is the best 
means to ensure that only fluorescence photons are detected.   

cp 1mp

0

Standard transmission absorption measurements are possible provided samples 
can be synthesized with appropriate thickness [10].  Silicon nitride membranes provide 
semi-transparent substrates on which thin films can be deposited, and freestanding films 
can also be used.  Fortuitously, the optimal thickness for transmission measurements (one 
or two absorption lengths) is in the thickness range of many magnetic thin film systems 
of current fundamental and technological interest.  As in other spectral regions, saturation 
artifacts in transmission absorption measurements become important especially at strong 
absorption lines when samples are too thick [10].  Transmission measurements sense the 
entire sample thickness, and are compatible with applied fields.  

 
3.3.  Polarizing optical elements 

 
Complete characterization of x-ray MO effects, just as in the near-visible spectral 

range, requires the ability to measure not just the intensity but also the phase (or 
polarization) of incident or scattered beams.  At a minimum, rotating linear polarizers are 
needed to measure a beam’s degree of linear polarization (PL).  Ideally quarter wave 
retarders would also be available to distinguish possible unpolarized (PU) from circularly 
polarized radiation and thereby unambiguously determine the degree of circular 
polarization (PC).  In practice, synchrotron radiation is inherently polarized so that PU = 
0, and PC can be determined from .   122 =+ CL PP

Optics for the measurement and manipulation of polarization in the soft x-ray 
range are typically based on the polarization dependence of charge scattering [38].  
According to , the Brewster angle (minimum in reflectivity for e ) in the x-ray 
range is θ where.  Across the 100 – 2000 eV range the extinction ratio, or the 
reflectivity ratio of σ  to  polarization, at θ  is high (10

cp
o45

πe=

≅B

π B

B

2 – 107), providing good 
polarization rejection for a linear polarizer.  Reflectivity for the σ  component is 
generally quite low (10-2 – 10-7) for highly polished, semi-infinite mirrors, and to boost 
efficiency multilayer structures are used to create an interference peak at θ .  In the 100 
– 2000 eV range the period of such multilayers decreases from 8.8 nm to only 0.44 nm.  
Multilayer linear polarizers with periods down to ~ 0.6 nm have been fabricated and 
tested [39].  In the 500 – 1000 eV range including the L edges of the 3d transition metals, 
these polarizers typically have σ  component reflectivity ~ 10

B

-2 – 10-3 at the interference 
peak that is of order 1° (or ) wide.  To increase the polarizer bandwidth, 
translation along a period gradient [40], and operation at a range of angles near θ  [41, 
42] are used.  Figure 6 shows a schematic of a tunable linear polarizer based on graded 
multilayer reflectors [46].  The multilayer film is deposited on the reflecting surface with 
its period gradient normal to the scattering plane.  Translating the multilayer along its 
gradient then tunes its interference peak at θ  to occur at the desired x-ray energy.  
Alternatively, one can operate at fixed multilayer period or incidence angle and correct 

01.0≈λ /∆ λ
B
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Figure 6.  A Brewster angle polarizer in the soft x-ray ranges operates by reflection 
through 90° into an intensity detector (left).  The entire assembly rotates around the 
incident beam.  Efficiency is improved by operating at the interference maximum of a 
multilayer interference film.  A lateral gradient in multilayer period (right) allows the 
interference peak to be tuned in energy by translating the gradient normal to the 
scattering plane.  (From Refs. 46, 40.) 

any energy dependent measurements for the reflectivity spectrum of the multilayer. Such 
linear polarizers are used both to measure the polarization of e  and to monitor 
polarization changes in e resulting from magneto-optical effects.   

0

1,2 m

f

Phase retarding optics, such as quarter wave plates, can also be made for use in 
the soft x-ray range.  One approach uses multilayer interference structures either in 
transmission or reflection, operating near the interference peak where optical standing 
waves yield different phase changes on scattering for σ  and π  components [43, 44].  
Resonant MO effects themselves have also been used to create elliptically polarizing 
filters, whose utility is limited to very near the resonant core levels [45].   
 
3.4. X-ray Faraday effect measurements 

 
Transmission (Faraday) measurements of rotation of linearly polarized incident 

radiation provide a direct measure of magnetic circular birefringence, the refractive 
counterpart of MCD.  Multilayer polarizers must be used to measure this rotation 
directly, and can also measure any ellipticity induced on transmission through the sample  
[46, 10].  Faraday rotation spectra yield  directly, and  indirectly via the 
dispersion relation.  While transmission measurements of XMCD can yield erroneous 
results especially for thick samples due to the presence of higher harmonics in the beam, 
multilayer polarizers suppress unwanted radiation outside of their narrow bandpass.  The 
Faraday rotation signal can be large several eV below the L

1,1 mf f

3 edge, where absorption is 
minimum.  These factors enable Faraday rotation spectra to sense element specific 
magnetization behavior in thicker samples than might be possible using the direct 
absorption channel. 

Because the sample volume is well defined in Faraday rotation measurements, the 
magnetic rotary power or specific rotation (Verdet constant) thus measured can be 
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compared across spectral ranges for a given material.  Specific rotation measured at the 
L3 white line in Fe is up to 6 x 105 deg/mm [47, 10].  This is more than an order of 
magnitude larger than observed for Fe in any other spectral region, and attests to the 
value of x-ray MO studies using sharp core resonances. 
 
3.5.  Theoretical spectral calculations 
 

Theoretical calculations of XMCD and Faraday effect signals have been made by 
different groups, and generally show good qualitative agreement with experimental 
measurements.  Theories generally calculate the spin-polarized density of states using 
either an atomic or band formalism.  Absorption spectra are obtained by summing 
transitions allowed by dipole selection rules (∆  and  for l, j quantum 
numbers) weighted by the projected density of empty states and by the square of the 
radial matrix elements.  

1±=l 1,0 ±=∆j

 Enhanced (and suppressed) interfacial moments at interfaces have been observed 
in calculations [24, 48].  Effects of induced moments at nominally non-magnetic sites due 
to magnetic neighbors have been calculated [49], as have field-induced magneto-optical 
effects in paramagnetic solids [50].  The importance of spin polarization and spin 
splitting in 2p core states has been established through comparisons of measurements 
with theory [51, 52].  XAS and XMCD spectra of Fe3O4 and related structures have been 
calculated and found to be in good agreement with experimental measurements [53]. 
  
 
4.  X-ray magneto-optical Kerr effect (XMOKE) – specular reflection 
  
The magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) refers to specular reflection geometry.  Lateral 
structure within the illuminated area is averaged in measurements of the specular beam.  
Core resonant x-ray MOKE (XMOKE) adds elemental specificity, shorter wavelengths 
for q-resolved studies of in-depth interference effects, and tunable penetration depth.  
These features imply that XMOKE effects should be better suited to study depth-
variations in magnetic behavior in layered thin film systems than their near-visible 
MOKE counterparts.  The term XMOKE is utilized here to refer to all resonant magnetic 
effects measured in the specularly reflected beam, acknowledging that many researchers 
have used different terminology. 

 
4.1.  Theoretical considerations 

 
All theoretical considerations made for MOKE measurements in the near visible 

spectral range [54, 55], such as intensity and phase effects in different settings 
(longitudinal, transverse, polar) generally extend into the x-ray range.  Thus it is 
straightforward to extend formalisms for near-visible MOKE into the x-ray range, 
requiring only that optical and MO properties embodied by , , and  be properly 
translated into refractive indices and dielectric tensor elements used in these formalisms 
[10].   Again we limit consideration to  and  contributions to these MO effects. 

cf 1mf 2mf

cf 1mf
To describe XMOKE effects it is important to adopt formalisms that explicitly 

allow for depth variations in chemical and magnetic structure, i.e., for layered structures 
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[56, 57].  In these descriptions, matrices are formulated to describe the complex 
amplitudes of reflected and transmitted fields at each interface, as well as matrices 
describing how complex field amplitudes change on propagation through each layer.  
Suitable matrix manipulation thus allows the evaluation of various MOKE effects for 
arbitrary k .   00  , e

Such MOKE formalisms typically utilize the linear basis (e , e ), and yield a 

matrix   describing the reflectance properties of the sample and containing the 

magnetic properties of the model structure.  Operating on  then yields the amplitude of 
the reflected field.  With , e.g., the scattered field is given by 

, where  gives the non-rotated (charge) amplitude and  the 

rotated (magnetic) amplitude.  The reflected Kerr intensity is  and the 
polarization of the reflected field is described by  where 
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σ +′ iσσπσ rr σ′φ  is the Kerr 
rotation and φ  the induced ellipticity of the linearly polarized incident beam.   

Arbitrarily complex layered systems of magnetic and non-magnetic materials can 
be treated with such recursive formalisms by defining a sufficient number of layers to 
account, for example, for depth varying magnetic properties across a single FM layer.  
Parameters of such models can be varied to fit measured data to provide direct insight 
into depth resolved behavior.  Accurate values of resonant  and  are essential in 
this modeling process, as deduced magnetic structures are meaningful only in reference 
to their assumed or measured values.  

cf 1mf

 
4.2.  Exchange-spring heterostructures 

 
Early studies of XMOKE effects include demonstrations of the various expected 

polarization and intensity effects [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 11, 65, 66].  Because of the 
added complexity of measuring polarization dependent effects, such as Kerr rotation and 
ellipticity, many early studies consider only intensity effects.  These studies emphasize 
the large size of the Kerr effects across relevant core levels, and have primarily been 
concerned with first order MO effects, although second order effects have also been 
observed in reflection geometry [67].   The rapid variation of these large MO effects with 

 and θ  can be at first puzzling, or useful when understood in the context of model 
calculations using realistic values for resonant optical properties. 
λ

Here we review early studies of exchange-spring heterostructures that provide 
new information about their depth-resolved magnetic properties.  Figure 7 illustrates a 
magnetic bi-layer system in which a high anisotropy (hard) FM layer is exchange-
coupled to a lower anisotropy (soft) FM layer.  These systems are the basis of some of 
today’s magnetic storage devices [68], and are of interest as model systems to study FM-
FM exchange coupling and thereby composite magnets with potentially larger stored 
energy than single-phase magnets [69, 70].  The illustration shows the expected response 
to a small reverse H; initially the top of soft layer reverses while the bottom is pinned by 
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exchange coupling to the hard layer, producing a magnetization spiral (or Bloch domain 
wall) in depth in the film.  At small H this partial switching is completely reversible (no 
hysteresis), hence the term exchange-spring.  As H increases, eventually the hard layer 
switches completely.  Theoretical models and macroscopic magnetization measurements 
observe a two-step reversal in such films [71], with low Hrev corresponding to the 
reversible initial switching of the soft layer, and with high Hirr corresponding to the 
switching of the hard layer.  Hirr is reduced from the coercivity of an isolated hard layer, 
since the interfacial exchange softens the hard layer just as it hardens the soft layer.   

Figure 7.  Exchange-spring heterostructures formed by exchange-coupled low (soft) and 
high (hard) anisotropy ferromagnetic films have useful and interesting properties.  In a 
reverse applied field the soft layer switches more easily than the hard layer. 

While these general trends were clear prior to XMOKE studies, the details of how 
depth-dependent reversal proceeds was impossible to verify using techniques sensitive 
only to macroscopic behavior.  Various aspects of resonant soft x-ray techniques make 
them useful in elucidating depth-dependent reversal in the different layers of such 
exchange-coupled systems.   

Several measurements have focused on exchange-spring systems of general 
structure MgO(110)/buffer(tA nm)/Sm-Co(tB nm)/Fe(tC nm)/cap(tD nm), where the buffer 
and cap layers are either Cr or Fe and Cr or Ag, respectively, and thickness tA, tB, tC, and 
tD differ slightly [61 ,72].  The quasi-epitaxial nature of these samples yields an in-plane, 
uniaxial anisotropy.  XMOKE measurements were made along the easy axis in 
longitudinal geometry (Figure 8) at small θ  near both the Fe and Co L2,3 resonances to 
probe the soft and hard layer M structure through minor and major hysteresis loops, 
always starting from saturation.  Measured quantities include the Kerr intensity following 
reflection from sample as well as the raw Kerr rotation signal following reflection from a 
tunable linear polarizer.     

The soft Fe layer is probed by tuning near the Fe L2,3 resonances.  Figure 9 shows 
XMOKE hysteresis loops from a sample with a 5 nm Cr cap layer and a 20 nm Fe layer 
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measured at θ  with energy tuned 2.3 eV below the peak in the L3 absorption  line, 
where penetration depths are relatively large [61].  Data collected using both linear and 
near-circular polarizations (PC = 0.9) were used.   

o6.3=

σe=0

f

Figure 8.  Experimental geometry for longitudinal XMOKE.  The Kerr intensity is 
measured together with the Kerr rotation.  If the intensity varies on magnetization 
reversal, the Kerr rotation signal must be normalized by this variation to obtain the true 
Kerr rotation. 

We consider first the XMOKE results obtained with e  in the left panels of 
Figure 9.  The raw Kerr rotation loop (top panel), measured with polarizer’s scattering 
plane at 45° with respected to sample’s scattering plane about k , shows a large 
intensity variation and asymmetric shape that, interpreted in isolation, could lead to 
mistaken conclusions.  This is because the Kerr intensity signal (middle panel), measured 
before the polarizer, itself shows large changes through the loop.  The Kerr intensity loop 
is symmetric with respect to M(H) reversal, showing a sharp jump at low H, followed by 
gradual changes and another jump at high H.  These features are clearly associated with 
the onset of reversal by the top of the Fe layer at Hrev, a laterally coherent twist structure 
at intermediate H, and the high field switching of the hard layer at Hirr.  The raw Kerr 
rotation signal, normalized by the Kerr intensity signal and converted to Kerr rotation 
angle, is in the bottom panel.  This normalized Kerr rotation is now symmetric in H, and 
like the Kerr intensity shows the onset of soft-layer reversal, the evolution of the twist 
structure, and the switching of the hard layer with increasing H.  The size of the Kerr 
angle is much larger than that typically observed in near-visible spectral regions. 

The observation of a Kerr intensity signal is significant for different reasons.  It is 
well known that transverse MOKE effects yield intensity changes for e  polarization 
with changes in net transverse moment.  While the measurement had e , strong Kerr 
rotation yields an induced π  component as radiation penetrates into the sample that in 
turn yields the observed Kerr intensity signal.  The net transverse moment yielding the 
Kerr intensity signal implies a largely coherent magnetization spiral of specific chirality, 
consistent with the quasi-epitaxial nature of the Sm-Co/Fe system.  Similar XMOKE 
studies of polycrystalline FePt/NiFe exchange-spring couples do not observe a Kerr 
intensity signal under similar conditions, meaning that incoherent spin spirals equally 
populate both chiralities during reversal [73].  Thus, buy measuring both Kerr intensity 

πe=0

σe=0
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Figure 9.  XMOKE data showing reversal of the soft Fe layer in a Sm-Co/Fe 
exchange-spring sample obtained by tuning near the Fe L3 edge.  Data at left are 
obtained with linear (e ) incident polarization and at right with near circular 
polarization.  Two-stage reversal of Fe is evident.  (From Ref. 61.) 

σ

and Kerr rotation, we learn simultaneously about longitudinal and net transverse 
magnetization behavior. 

It is instructive to compare the shapes of XMOKE signals measured using linear 
incident polarization with those measured using near-circular polarization.  The right-
hand panels in Figure 9 show the same signals as at left measured under the same 
conditions ( h ), except using elliptical (Pθν  , C = 0.9) polarization.  The Kerr intensity 
loop is now asymmetric in H, as expected since circular polarization has different 
reflectivity for oppositely oriented longitudinal M because the charge-magnetic 
interference term (below) is odd in M.  The raw Kerr rotation loop is asymmetric in a 
different way than the Kerr intensity, but the normalized Kerr angle is again symmetric 
with an identical shape as that measured using e , although with reduced magnitude.  
The observation of any Kerr rotation might at first be surprising for nearly pure circular 
incident polarization.  However, again the magnetization itself induces an increase in P

σe=0

L 
as radiation propagates in the sample.   

The sensitivity to longitudinal and net transverse M is clearly different for linear 
and circular polarization.  The higher apparent symmetry of loops measured using linear 
polarization results because it is equivalent to a superposition of + and – helicity circular 
components.  This allows for easier qualitative interpretation of linear polarization loops 
in terms of longitudinal and transverse M changes, provided that a polarizer is available 
to measure Kerr rotation.   
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Figure 10.  XMOKE loops (a & b) showing the reversal in a buried Sm-Co layer in a 
Sm-Co/Fe exchange-spring couple obtained with near circular polarization at the Co 
L3 line.  The SQUID major half-loop (c) shows the macroscopic reversal of the same 
sample.  All loops start at positive saturation.  (From Ref. 72.) 

These qualitative interpretations of the behavior of longitudinal and net transverse 
moments associated with the spiral structure within the Fe layer can be more 
quantitatively established by modeling.  By describing the spiral in the Fe layer using 
multiple thinner layers, the recursive XMOKE formalism above reproduces the shapes of 
the Kerr rotation and intensity loops [61].  Such modeling easily rules out the (unlikely) 
possibility that the spiral is pinned at the top, rather than the bottom surface of the soft 
layer, thereby providing depth resolution throughout the 20 nm Fe layer through 
measurements made at a single, low θ  and fixed .  This relatively good penetration 
results because  is tuned just below the L

νh
νh 3 line, where absorption is minimized and 

so that radiation refracts into the Fe layer rather than toward it’s surface.  
Tuning to the peak of the Fe L

1]Re[ >n
3 line maximizes absorption and changes the refractive 

conditions to substantially reduce penetration into the Fe layer.  Loops measured under 
these conditions can be sensitive to just the upper region of the soft Fe layer, showing 
only the low H reversal as the spiral is formed, with no signal resulting from the pinned 
region near the interface [61].   

Direct sensitivity to the buried hard layer can also be obtained by tuning to the Co 
L2,3 edges to monitor the Co reversal in the Sm-Co layer.  This is done for a sample 
having structure MgO(110)/Fe(20 nm)/Sm-Co(80 nm)/Fe(20 nm)/Ag(20 nm), operating at 

 , Po0.8=θ C = 0.8, and with h tuned to the peak of the Lν 3 line where Co MCD is 
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largest [72].  Figure 10 shows a major and minor Kerr intensity loop together with half of 
a major loop measured with a SQUID magnetometer from the same sample.  The Co 
XMOKE loops are interesting for two reasons.  First, these loops show a large, reversible 
Co signal at Hrev when the reversible spiral is formed in the soft Fe layer.  Second, the 
major loop shows no signal at Hirr ~ 0.6 Tesla when the hard layer switches irreversibly.  
This later observation is understood to result from the limited (~ 2 nm) penetration in the 
thick Sm-Co layer with tuned to the Co Lνh 3 peak.  Together the two XMOKE loops 
imply that the reversible twist structure penetrates significantly into the hard layer as 
soon as it is formed in the soft layer, as was also observed for another exchange-spring 
system [73].  Such information is not readily available from standard magnetometry. 

 
4.3.  Opportunities 

 
The above examples obtain depth-resolved information either from modeling the 

shape of hysteresis loops at fixed θ , from element-specificity, and from varying the skin 
depth by tuning near a sharp resonance.  Other approaches to gain depth resolution 
are available.  One is to grow a compatible chemical marker layer at different depths 
within a magnetic multilayer, and tune  to the core level of the marker layer [73].  
Another is to measure systematic XMOKE effects vs. q and fit these variations with 
realistic models of magnetic variations in depth [61, 65].  The resonant enhancements in 
chemical and charge scattering generally tend to enhance interference effects in layered 
films, enabling these q-resolved signals to be fit with relatively simple models involving 
magnetic variations with depth.  An extreme example of this approach is to generate 
optical standing waves in a multilayer structure and tune the position of the standing 
waves to resolve magnetic structure within a fraction of the standing wave period [27, 
74].   

νh

νh

XMOKE techniques are generally applicable to any layered system.  Further 
systematic studies of exchange-coupled FM-FM systems can be expected.  These 
techniques can sense uncompensated AF moments in exchange bias systems [75], and 
provide depth dependent reversal information in such systems, as shown by several early 
studies.  Induced magnetism across non-magnetic interfaces, interface-induced changes 
in magnetic layers, and other proximity effects are examples of problems that will be 
beneficially studied with XMOKE in future studies.    

 
 

5.  Diffuse scattering and diffraction 
 
While XMOKE provides depth resolution through different approaches, it 

averages over lateral structure (both chemical and magnetic) that is common in real 
systems.  Topological interface roughness, grain boundaries, chemical segregation, and 
magnetic domains are distinct forms of heterogeneity, all of which give rise to scattering 
away from the specular beam in reflection geometry and away from the forward scattered 
beam in transmission geometry.  The q resolved scattered intensity directly probes the 
spatial frequency spectrum of an ensemble of heterogeneities present in the sample.  With 
qmax the highest spatial frequency measured, spatial resolution is given by 2 , or 

 at backscattering.  Tuning to core resonances dramatically enhances both chemical 
max/ qπ

2/λ
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Figure 11.  Reflection geometries of diffuse scattering utilize the in-plane component of 
the scattering vector to couple to lateral heterogeneity.  At left the scattering plane 
(outlined) is normal to the surface, while at right it is strongly inclined toward the 
surface.   

and magnetic contributions to scattered intensities, allowing the distinction of charge and 
magnetic structural that often co-exist without perfect correlation in real systems. 

The first soft x-ray magnetic diffuse scattering studies used the off-specular 
reflection geometry to investigate magnetic and chemical surface roughness [76, 77].  In 
specular reflection geometry, q is strictly perpendicular ( ) to the surface, and off-
specular geometries yield an in-plane q component ( ) that can be varied to study in-
plane heterogeneity.  For a fixed scattering angle  or total q, the partition of q into q  
and  depends on how the scattering plane is oriented with respect to the sample 
surface; two limiting cases are shown in Figure 11.  With the scattering plane normal to 
the surface it is difficult to get to large  values for small , while with the scattering 
plane at a small angle from the surface q is predominantly along .  For a given sample 
the two geometries have different sensitivity to magnetic structure through their different 

 and e .  If measuring diffuse scattering using an apertured detector, scans of detector 
or sample angles trace out an intensity trajectory through reciprocal space.  Alternatively 
a CCD detector can be positioned in the scattered beam as in Figure 12 to measure a 
range of  and  for a given incident beam.   
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Such studies generally have used circular polarization with  in 

conjunction with reversed M to measure intensities  and , where + and – refer either 
to reversed helicity for fixed H, or vise versa.  Both of these quantities typically decrease 
monotonically with .  The difference  was interpreted initially as giving the 
magnetic intensity, and  as the charge (or chemical) scattering.  Variations of 
the difference and average with were then interpreted to represent the power spectra of 
magnetic and charge roughness.  These initial studies found that  falls more 
quickly with  than does ( , and concluded that magnetic roughness has 
longer in-plane correlation lengths than chemical roughness.  Studies have since pointed 
out that  actually corresponds to the charge-magnetic interference term [78].  In 
these measurements,  can vary along with .  Such variations in  introduce 
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Figure 12.  A CCD detector positioned in the specularly reflected beam can measure 
diffuse scattering with a range of q|| and q⊥ corresponding to a range of scattering planes.  
The sample consists of oriented magnetic stripe domains.  Positive and negative 
diffraction orders from the domains are on either side of the bright specular beam on the 
CCD detector.  From Ref. 9 (used with permission). 

variations in the specular reflectivity that modulates the scattered intensity from 
heterogeneities either at or below the surface [79, 10].  These variations can be 
particularly strong as  approaches zero and eitherθ  or θ  approach θ .  Since θ  and 
penetration depths vary significantly with helicity and M (Figures 4 & 5), these optical 
and MO effects strongly influence the variation of vs. .  Thus care should be 
taken in interpreting its shape relative to that of . 
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5.1.  Theoretical considerations 
 
Questions such as these concerning the relative charge and magnetic contributions 

to scattered intensities  can be analyzed with relatively simple formalisms based 
on the scattering factor (2).  While scattering has been observed from 
antiferromagnets [80],  for ferromagnets and we limit consideration here to 
scattering from  and  whose spatial variations generally differ.  Here we adopt the 
circular basis and again use .   

),λq

1m >>
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2mf
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A sample’s scattering amplitude is generally written for opposite helicity circular 

polarization as , where the sum is over all atoms in the sample 

volume that may or may not be magnetic.  For simplicity consider that all atoms are 

]exp[ ii ia rq ⋅= ±±
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magnetic and of the same species.  The intensity scattered in the Born approximation is 
then given by 
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where partial structure factors , , and  describe the spatial 
distribution of charge-charge, magnetic-magnetic, and charge-magnetic correlations, 
respectively.  Even for multi-component, mixed magnetic-nonmagnetic samples, the 
intensity can be grouped according to terms having , , and  polarization 
dependence, so the same 3 partial structure factors can be identified, although their 
weighting factors may be different.  Thus there are always intensity contributions 
representing charge-charge, magnetic-magnetic, and charge-magnetic correlations.  The 
orientations of the atomic moments  determine the strength of the magnetic 
contribution through .  Since  and  are odd and even in helicity, 
respectively, it follows that  contains only the cross-
term, as noted in Ref. 78.  It also follows that (  contains the 
pure charge and pure magnetic contributions to the intensity [81].  Furthermore, if linear 
incident polarization were used, its scattered intensity  [81, 88].   
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These expressions reveal the importance of distinguishing between the charge-

magnetic and the pure magnetic intensity contributions, both of which are magnetic in 
origin but behave very differently as applied fields change the magnetization distribution.  
At resonance, |  is generally greater than .  Thus, if measuring scattering using 
circular polarization, one can expect large changes in intensity with M(H) reversal 
resulting from the  term implicit in  since  is odd in M.  If linear 
polarization is used, much smaller changes in intensity are expected from the term in 

, and these changes are expected to be symmetric in M(H).  These features imply 
that the q dependence of the asymmetry  can provide information about magnetic 
structure, but in a form that is strongly field-modulated through cross-correlation with 
chemical structure information.  Furthermore,  vs. q provides information about pure 
magnetic structure, but only in the presence of a background of pure charge scattering.  
Thus, the difference in intensities  obtained at two different fields 
isolates changes in pure magnetic scattering, independent of any charge scattering 
whatsoever [81]. 
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5.2. Perpendicular stripe domains in thin films 
 

Magnetic domains and chemical grains, often present in thin films and bulk 
magnetic materials, are distinctly different forms of heterogeneity from magnetic and 
chemical topological surface roughness investigated in the earliest soft x-ray resonant 
magnetic scattering studies mentioned above.  Such heterogeneities, in the form of up and 
down stripe domains in films with perpendicular anisotropy, illustrated in Figure 13, form 
an important class of samples in which resonant magnetic scattering has been extensively 
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studied [82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89].   Film systems with relatively weak perpendicular 
anisotropy tend to form surface closure domains, as in Figure 13a, that become difficult 
to study as the stripe domain widths decrease.   

Off-specular reflection geometry studies of magnetic domains in FePt films with 
weak perpendicular anisotropy using detection geometries in Figure 11 (right) and Figure 
12 reveal that the periodic domain structure forms a magnetic grating that scatters into a 
series of diffraction orders extending to + and – in q  at fixed  [82, 88].  Using 
circular polarization, the +/- asymmetry of these magnetic diffraction peaks is observed 
to switch with helicity reversal [83], indicating that in-plane M components are located at 
the perpendicular grain boundaries as in Figure 13a.  The sum and difference of these 
magnetic intensities obtained with opposite helicity are observed to be quadric and linear 
in M [9], consistent with the simple model developed above.  The incidence angle 
dependence of the asymmetry provides a measure of the depth of the surface closure 
domains and experimentally verifies the chiral nature of closure and stripe domains as in 
Figure 13a.  These studies demonstrate how resonant magnetic scattering can resolve 
details of 3 dimensional magnetization structures in samples that are sufficiently ordered. 

|| ⊥q

Figure 13.  Schematic cross sections of magnetic stripe domains in thin films having 
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, with arrows and shading indicating local 
magnetization directions.  Relatively weak perpendicular anisotropy leads to surface 
closure domains as in (a).  Possible chemical heterogeneity in the form of columnar 
grain boundaries or chemical segregation are indicated by irregular vertical lines in 
(b). 

Co/Pt multilayer films have stronger perpendicular anisotropy (less pronounced 
surface closure domains), and provide a model system both to further test fundamental 
predictions of the simple scattering theory developed above and to study a wide range of 
magnetic phenomena that can be designed into these synthetic materials.  Considering 

 reveals that transmission geometry scattering measurements with q in the film plane, 
as in Figure 14, maximizes magnetic relative to charge scattering for studies of the spatial 
characteristics of magnetic domains in these systems.  Such measurements are analogous 
to traditional small-angle x-ray scattering (SAS), but with added magnetic sensitivity. 

1mp

Transmission SAS studies of Co/Pt multilayers reveal distinct magnetic and 
charge peaks resulting from magnetic domain and polycrystalline chemical grain 
structure, respectively [84].   Figure 15 shows measured with incident linear 
polarization tuned to the Co L

)(qI lin

3 peak to yield resonant enhancements in both  and .   
At saturating field a peak at q ≅ 0.3 nm

cf 1mf
-1 is observed.  Near remanence a second peak 
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Figure 14.  Transmission geometry to measure scattering from magnetic domains 
in thin films positions q in the film plane.  Arrows indicate local magnetization 
directions.  For small θ  magnetic sensitivity is optimized for perpendicular 
magnetization as in (a).  Reduced, but nonzero, sensitivity exists to in-plane 
magnetization structure as in (b). 

appears at lower q ≅ 0.042 nm-1.   Disordered stripe domains are known to proliferate in 
the reversal of such films from magnetic force microscopy (MFM) and x-ray microscopy 
(XRM) images.  Figure 16 shows an XRM image of domains in a similar film measured 
using an imaging zone-plate microscope (below) at the Co L3 edge.  In addition to the 
scattered intensity vs. q, Figure 15 shows the scaled power spectral density (PSD) 
functions obtained from the Fourier transform of the XRM domain image and from an 
atomic force microscope (AFM) surface height distribution.  Both the field dependence 
of low-q peak in Ilin and its coincidence in position with the domain PSD indicate that it 
originates from the magnetic domains.  The spatial wavelength = 150 nm 
corresponds to the average up-down domain pair length scale.  The AFM image shows 
height variations characteristic of polycrystalline grains, and the high-q scattering peak 
results from interference of scattering from adjacent polycrystalline grains.   

peakq/2π

A hysteresis loop of the diffuse scattering at the low-q peak is shown together 
with a visible MOKE hysteresis loop for this sample in Figure 17.  The scattering is at a 
very small background level when the sample is saturated, rises abruptly at the nucleation 
of reverse domains, peaks near the coercive field, and falls to the background level at 
saturation.  This comparison shows clearly that magnetic scattering is sensitive to a very 
different part of the hysteresis process than the MOKE loop, or any other hysteresis loop 
measuring nominally the average magnetization of the sample.  Specifically, magnetic 
scattering measures deviations from the average magnetization with great sensitivity both 
to the field and spatial frequency dependence of these deviations.  Scattering is thus an 
excellent tool to study magnetization structure present during complex reversal processes. 

While the predominant magnetic and charge origin of the low- and high-q peaks, 
respectively, are without doubt, it is instructive to compare the energy dependence of the 
scattering at each peak with theoretical predictions (above) and measured values of  
and .   This is done in Figure 18, where the top and middle panels show energy scans 
(symbols) at the magnetic and charge peaks, respectively, collected both at saturation and 
at 0.1 Tesla where the magnetic domain scattering is most intense.  The bottom panel 
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Figure 16.  Imaging x-ray 
microscope domain image (4.5 µm 
field) from a Co/Pt multilayer 
similar to that whose scattering is in 
Figure 15.   

Figure 15.  Scattered intensity from a Co/Pt 
multilayer (symbols) shows a low-q and 
high-q peak.  Only the low-q peak is field 
dependent.  Power spectral density functions 
obtained from an x-ray microscope domain 
image and an atomic force microscope height 
profile are scaled vertically and plotted on 
the same q scale.  (From Ref. 84.) 

shows values of  and across the Co Lcf 1mf 2,3 resonances, where the measured  parts 
yield the  parts via the dispersion relation.   

2f

1f
Since this scattering was measured using linear incident polarization, the 

theoretical model developed above predicts that the scattering contains only magnetic-
magnetic and charge-charge contributions, with no charge-magnetic scattering.  Thus, the 
low-q magnetic domain peak near remanence should be well modeled by the spectrum of 

 for Co, as illustrated in the inset of Figure 18a that shows the pure magnetic 
scattering contrast between oppositely oriented domains.  This scattering contrast 
reverses with helicity.  The resonant absorption by the sample must be included in the 
model, which means multiplying the calculated scattering spectrum by the sample’s 
transmission spectrum.  Using measured values for  yields good agreement with the 
measured peaks in the scattering spectrum at remanence, provided a small, non-resonant 
charge scattering background is added to fit the measured background away from the Co 
L lines.  At saturation, this weak charge background is the only contribution to calculated 
scattering at the low-q peak.   

1
*
14 mm ff

1mf

To describe the charge scattering spectra from many possible models, it is 
reasonable to assume from the AFM results that topological interface roughness and/or 
density variations at polycrystalline grain boundaries are responsible for this scattering, 
and so that some linear combination of Co and Pt  should describe the scattering.  
Iterative modeling yields a  for an amplitude that, when squared, 
produces good agreement with the measured spectrum at saturation in Figure 18b. (Note 
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Figure 17.  A SQUID easy axis hysteresis 
loop showing the average magnetization of 
a Co/Pt multilayer (top).  Corresponding 
resonant scattering loop showing the 
strength of magnetization fluctuations 
(domains) at a fixed spatial frequency 
(bottom).  (From Ref. 84.) 

Figure 18.  Energy spectra of scattering (symbols) at saturation and near remanence 
measured at the low-q domain peak and the high-q charge peak are in (a) and (b), 
respectively.  The Co resonant charge and magnetic scattering factors in (c) are used to 
model the measured spectra above (lines).  The inset in (a) shows the pure magnetic 
scattering contrast for oppositely oriented domains.  (From Ref. 84.) 

the characteristic bipolar shape of this pure charge scattering resonance, while the pure 
magnetic scattering resonance in Figure 18a has unipolar enhancements at each Co L 
line.)  To model the scattering at the high-q peak near remanence, it was found that 
adding some pure magnetic intensity ( ) to this pure charge intensity produces good 
agreement.  Such field-dependent pure magnetic intensity at the high-q peak is 
reasonably expected to be associated with the chemical density variation of Co.   It was 
impossible to improve the agreement between model and data at the high-q peak with an 
added charge-magnetic interference term.   Thus, these modeling results at both the low- 
and high-q peaks are consistent with the theoretical prediction that only pure magnetic 
and pure charge intensities contribute to I
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lin.     
 Co/Pt multilayers and similar films with perpendicular anisotropy provide model 

systems to study M structure in films whose energetics are altered by introducing 
perpendicular exchange-bias [85], antiferromagnetic coupling [86], microstructural 
disorder [87], lithographic patterning [88], and domain order [89].  Resonant scattering 
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has been used to follow the effects of these interactions on domain structure and reversal 
behavior.  Such modifications may be important in future generations of perpendicular 
magnetic recording media and other devices.   

 
5.3.  Magnetic and chemical correlation lengths in recording media 
  

While the transmission geometry is optimized to study magnetic structure in films 
with perpendicular anisotropy because of its overwhelming sensitivity to the mx 
component, reduced magnetic sensitivity exists even when M is confined to the plane of 
the film as in Figure 14b.  With e , for example, scattering from the mσe=0 z component 
scales as  in  scattering.  With , similar sensitivity exists to the mθsin

e
πσ ee →

σe→
πee =0 z 

component in  scattering, and to the mπ y component in e  scattering.   ππ e→
Scattering studies of recording media films with in-plane anisotropy have 

demonstrated this sensitivity to in-plane magnetization and provided the first direct 
measurements of magnetic correlation lengths in such films [90, 91, 92].  Recording 
media films are often termed granular alloy films because they are designed to 
chemically phase separate into nanometer scale grains whose centers are magnetic and 
whose grain boundaries are nominally non-magnetic.  The chemical heterogeneity 
associated with these films is readily observed in transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) [93], and small-spot electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) reveals that Cr 
segregates to the grain boundaries and Co segregates to the grain-centers.  This 
heterogeneous microstructure functions by reducing exchange interactions between the 
magnetic grain centers, thereby allowing sharper bit transitions to be written and, 
consequently, higher recording density.  The grain sizes are small enough, however, that 
the length scale over which magnetism is correlated between grains had been difficult to 
measure directly.   

In traditional recording media alloys having in-plane anisotropy the magnetic Co 
and non-magnetic Cr both have accessible L edges for resonant scattering in the soft x-
ray spectral range.  Thus, in addition to field-dependent measurements to resolve charge 
(chemical) from magnetic heterogeneity as demonstrated above, measurements at these 
different edges can be used for the same purpose [90].   This is demonstrated in Figure 
19, that shows q scans for three distinct, in-plane granular alloy media films measured 
with x-ray energy tuned to the Co and Cr L3 resonances at 778 and 574 eV, respectively.  
These data were obtained using bending magnet radiation having a range of incident 
polarization states, for which theory implies that charge-charge, charge-magnetic, and 
magnetic-magnetic terms all contribute to measured intensities.  Even so, at least a 
partial, qualitative distinction between these terms is obtained from the combined 
resonant scattering results at these two edges.  Specifically, since Cr is known to exhibit 
negligible  (from XMCD measurements), only chemical (charge-charge) correlations 
are expected when tuned to the Cr edge.  (The implicit assumption that the Co  term 
is small near the Cr resonance is valid.)   However, near the Co L

1mf

1mf
3 resonance Co exhibits 

large enhancements in both  and , so that both charge and magnetic amplitudes 
contribute to scattering at this edge.   
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Figure 19.  Scattered intensity vs. q for a 
series of Co-Cr based granular alloy 
recording media.  Measurements are made at 
the Co and Cr L3 edges, and are scaled to 
match at high q.  The difference is also 
plotted.  Data collected at the Cr edge result 
predominantly from pure charge correlations. 
Data collected at the Co edge contain both 
charge and magnetic contributions.  The 
difference tends to isolate the magnetic 
contributions, revealing that magnetic 
correlation lengths are generally much longer 
than chemical correlation lengths in these 
materials, and that the addition of boron 
significantly reduces magnetic correlation 
lengths.  (From Ref. 90.) 

The three panels of Figure 19 correspond to a series of three recording media film 
compositions in the historical development of granular alloy media over the last decade 
or more.  All films were grown on an identical underlayer structure.  One or more peaks 
are observed in the resonant q scans for each sample.  At the Cr edge a single peak 
predominates for each sample at q ≅ 0.7 nm-1.  This peak results from interference 
between adjacent scattering centers separated by 2 ≅ 10 nm, consistent with 
intergrain separations observed in TEM images.  Since it is known that Cr segregates to 
the grain boundaries, this peak clearly originates predominantly from chemical 
heterogeneity.  At the Co edge the same interference peak is observed at q ≅ 0.7 nm

q/π

-1, and 
additional scattering is observed at significantly lower q.  The high q scattering implies 
that this peak results from chemical segregation of Co and Cr.  While at the Cr edge the 
scattering at the grain boundaries is enhanced, at the Co edge the scattering from the 
grain centers is enhanced.  Thus these two complementary scattering structures produce 
essentially identical peaks, as they should since the Fourier transform of structure in a 
positive and negative black and white image is the same.   

The additional scattering at lower q observed only at the Co edge must have a 
separate origin from the chemical segregation.  In the CoCr and CoPtCr alloys a low q 
peak is observed at q ≅ 0.15 nm-1, while in the CoPtCrB alloy the additional scattering 
essentially broadens the grain size peak to lower q.  The data in Figure 18 are scaled so 
that Cr and Co edge data match on the high q side of the chemical grain peak.  By 
subtracting the Cr from the Co edge scans theory implies that the remainder represents 
predominantly magnetic-magnetic and magnetic-charge correlations, both of which are 
expected to be strong for Co.  These difference curves show a pronounced peak that is 
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Figure 20.  Co L3 energy spectra at the low- 
and high-q peaks for the CoPtCr media 
sample are symbols in (a).  The real and 
imaginary parts of scattering factors for Co, 
Cr, and Pt in (b) and (c), respectively, are 
used to produce the model spectra (lines) in 
(a).  (From Ref. 91.) 

well separated from the chemical grain size peak that is reasonably inferred to represent 
magnetic correlations, i.e., interference between regions that have different average 
orientations of magnetization, based on scattering theory.  The observation of distinct 
peaks in these difference curves implies that there is, on average, a characteristic 
magnetic correlation length describing the size of these magnetic regions. 

To experimentally confirm the magnetic and chemical origin of the distinct peaks 
observed in Figure 19, one could measure changes with applied fields.  However, these q 
scans were collected at remanence before the first application of an external field in order 
to study magnetic correlations in the as-grown state.  While subsequent field dependent 
measurements do confirm the magnetic origin of the low-q peaks, initially this was 
determined by modeling energy scans across the Co L3 edge collected at the two peaks of 
the CoPtCr sample, as shown in Figure 20.  Like in the case of Co/Pt multilayers (above), 
the energy spectrum at the low-q peak of this granular alloy film can be well modeled by 
the shape of  plus a small, non-resonant background.  No models involving added 
resonant chemical scattering fit the data as well as this pure resonant magnetic scattering 
model, thus establishing the low-q peak as pure magnetic in origin.  The shape of this 
magnetic peak is determined solely by energy dependence of .  It does not depend on 
the in-plane orientation of the magnetization of adjacent regions.   
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Modeling the high-q peak not only confirms its predominant origin from charge-
charge correlations, but also provides a measure of the chemical segregation responsible 
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for this scattering.  This modeling assumes a chemically segregated grain structure with 
Co-rich grain centers, and Co-deficient grain boundaries, consistent with prior knowledge 
from electron microscopy.  Designating these two phases A and B, then the scattering 
amplitude of each phase will be  and , where each represents a linear combination 
of the elemental atomic scattering factors weighted by their density in each phase.  Figure 
20b and 20c give the relevant scattering factors; the resonant Co values are measured and 
the non-resonant Cr and Pt values are taken from tabulated data [5].  The scattering 
amplitude contrast a  then represents the scattering power of the 
chemically heterogeneous ensemble.  The energy dependence of the scatter intensity 

 is clearly very sensitive to the chemical makeup of the two phases.  Iterative 
evaluation of this spectra adjusting the composition of the two phases led to a model in 
which the Co-rich grain centers have Co:Pt:Cr ratio of 20:2:1, and the Co-deficient grain 
boundaries contain no Pt and have Co:Cr ratio of 1:1.  The resulting spectral model is the 
dashed line in Figure 20a that reasonably accounts for the shape of the high-q peak.  
While it is not claimed that this pure charge scattering model is unique or yields the best 
possible fit to these data [91], these compositions are in reasonable agreement with 
expectations of composition based on focused EELS studies.   
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 Thus there is good reason to believe that the low- and high-q features in Figure 
19 do represent predominantly magnetic-magnetic and charge-charge correlations, 
respectively.  The high-q chemical grain peaks are essentially constant in position with 
alloy composition, and represent the average intergrain distance or chemical correlation 
length scale.  The magnetic peak, especially as evidenced in the difference curves, 
indicates that the magnetic correlation length remains substantially longer than the 
chemical grain size for both the CoCr and CoPtCr alloys.  This in turn suggests that the 
magnetization of several adjacent grains tends to be correlated, presumably by 
undesirable intergrain exchange interactions.  It is then deviations in magnetization 
orientation between regions containing several correlated grains that gives rise to the 
magnetic scattering observed at the low-q peak.  With the addition of boron, however, the 
magnetic correlation length decreases significantly so that the difference peak closely 
approaches the chemical grain size peak.   

Thus resonant magnetic scattering reveals directly that boron addition is highly 
effective in reducing intergrain magnetic exchange interactions.  This correlates with 
improved signal to noise and recording density of the more complex alloy system.   In 
addition to resolving magnetic correlation lengths, chemical correlation lengths are 
observed simultaneously, and careful modeling can provide meaningful measures of 
composition differences between chemically segregated regions at lengths scales of order 
10 nm and below.   

 
5.4.  Coherent magnetic scattering 

An x-ray beam’s coherence is characterized by its longitudinal or temporal 
coherence length (along the propagation direction) and its transverse coherence length 
(normal to the propagation direction).  A monochromatic plane wave constitutes a fully 
coherent beam.  The longitudinal coherence length is typically set by the 
resolving power of a grating monochromator in the soft x-ray region to have a value ~ 
1000 – 10000 λ , and tends to be large compared to absorption lengths in general.  The 
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transverse coherence scales as over the source brightness, which for undulators at 3rd 
generation synchrotron sources can be appreciable [2].  While coherent x-ray scattering 
was first studied in the hard x-ray range [94], the  scaling makes the soft x-ray range 
especially attractive for coherent scattering studies [95].   

2λ

2λ

Figure 21.  CCD image of the diffuse 
scattering ring produced by disordered stripe 
domains in a Co/Pt multilayer.  An upstream 
spatial filter was used to enhance the speckle 
that can be seen within the smooth scattering 
envelop.  A beam stop support is seen at the 
bottom.  (From Ref. 87.) 

The scattering discussed in the previous section is sometimes termed incoherent.  
However, it actually uses the coherence of the beam in two ways.  The temporal 
coherence aids in tuning to specific resonant energies.  The interference of scattering 
from inhomogeneities to produce peaks in reciprocal space can only occur for real space 
structure within the beam’s coherence volume.  Thus incoherent scattering is a misnomer, 
and partially coherent scattering is a more apt description.  Even so, this partially 
coherent scattering ignores one important feature resulting from the coherence of the 
beam – the speckled intensity distribution of the scattering.  

Coherent scattering refers to the use of incident radiation having a high degree of 
transverse coherence, i.e., plane wave fronts.   The phases of waves scattered across the 
plane wave front interfere in the far field (at the detector) to produce a speckled intensity 
pattern within the envelope function of the partially coherent intensity peaks discussed 
above.  The intensity variation or contrast of the speckle is in principle 100% for fully 
coherent illumination.  The degree of coherence is often augmented by positioning a 
pinhole (spatial filter) between the source and sample.  The speckle encodes the complete 
local details of the 2-dimensional spatial distribution of scattering centers, and thus 
contains far more information that just the position and width of the interference peaks as 
discussed above.  To measure the speckled intensity distribution, a detector with spatial 
resolution finer than the speckle size is needed.  Often a charge-coupled device (CCD) 
detector is used for this purpose.   

Magnetic speckle has been observed in several x-ray studies [80, 96, 88, 87] 
although is in its infancy at the time of this writing.  Figure 21 shows an example of a 
magnetic speckle pattern obtained from Co/Pt multilayers identical to those discussed 
above.  The diffuse ring of intensity in this CCD image is the same magnetic peak in 
Figure 15, resulting from labyrinth stripe domains like those in Figure 16.  Examination 
of the scattering reveals speckles that extend over one or two CCD pixels, so the 
oversampling of the intensity peak is just sufficient.  Just as the mechanisms of coherent 
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magnetic scattering are direct extensions of visible coherent techniques, so are the 
general types of information obtainable from these techniques.  The information 
contained in magnetic speckle can be used in several different ways.   

In principle the speckle distribution can be inverted to obtain a real-space image 
of the scattering object.  In practice, phasing the speckle pattern can be problematic in 
this form of lenseless imaging, although oversampling the speckle pattern and the use of 
known boundary conditions to the scattering object can overcome the phase problem 
[97].  Attempts to perform this inversion with magnetic speckle have been carried out 
using real [98] and simulated data [98, 99].  Initial results are promising, although 
expected concerns about the uniqueness of resulting images are not currently resolved.  
Rapid advances in speckle inversion via holographic or heterodyning approaches, that 
interfere the speckle pattern with a known reference wave, can be anticipated [100, 101].   
The lenseless imaging approach is being investigated as an imaging mode for fourth 
generation synchrotron x-ray sources operating in single-shot mode.   

The second approach is the x-ray analog of dynamic light scattering, time (or 
photon) correlation spectroscopy, or intensity fluctuation spectroscopy initially developed 
using lasers.  Here, temporal intensity fluctuations in the solid angle of a single speckle 
provide information about sample dynamics at that spatial frequency.  X-ray time 
correlation spectroscopy was first applied in the hard x-ray [102, 103], where time 
resolution down to 50 nanoseconds has been obtained [104].  In the soft x-ray it has been 
used in dynamic, non-resonant, charge scattering down to microsecond time resolution in 
liquid crystals [95].  Studies of magnetization dynamics with microsecond or possibly 
better time resolution should be feasible. 

A third approach to utilizing coherent magnetic scattering is similar to time 
correlation spectroscopy in that it relies on changes in magnetic speckle, but now with 
respect to field-induced, quasi-static changes in domain structure rather than rapid 
spontaneous fluctuations [87].  Very different from dynamic fluctuation spectroscopies, 
this speckle metrology approach uses a large portion of the coherent scattering pattern 
containing many speckles.  Correlation coefficients are defined such that the auto-
correlation of a static speckle pattern yields 1, while the cross-correlation of two 
uncorrelated speckle patterns yields 0.  So defined, the cross-correlation coefficient of 
two speckle patterns obtained at different points around a hysteresis loop provides a 
direct statistical measure of the ensemble-averaged domain correlations between these 
two measurements.  Speckle metrology is thus an ideal tool to measure microscopic 
magnetic domain memory in films.  Compared to speckle inversion, this approach 
sidesteps the phase uniqueness question to obtain statistical microscopic correlations.  
Compared to soft x-ray microscopy (below) and other magnetic microscopies, this 
approach forgoes specific local real space information about individual domains in favor 
of a statistical value over all of real space sampled.   

Domains in Co/Pt multilayer films were the first objects studied by magnetic 
speckle metrology.  Specifically, two multilayers of similar nominal structure, [Co(0.4 
nm)/(Pt 0.7 nm)]50, but sputter deposited at 3 and 12 millitorr argon pressure were 
investigated [87].  The visible MOKE hysteresis loops for these two samples in Figure 22 
show that the two films have significantly different reversal behavior.  While domains 
mediate reversal in each film, their remanence and coercivity depend sensitively on the 
relative amount of microstructural disorder that in turn depends on the sputter pressure.  
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Figure 22.  Visible MOKE hysteresis 
loops for Co/Pt multilayers sputter 
deposited at two different argon 
pressures reveal very different reversal 
mechanisms.  (From Ref. 87.) 

Figure 23.  Cross correlation coefficients 
obtained at the same applied field point 
after one or more complete hysteresis 
loop cycles reveal the trend in 
microscopic return point domain memory 
for the 12 mTorr sample.  (From Ref. 
87.) 

Films deposited at lower pressure tend to be smoother than those deposited at higher 
pressure; the extreme roughness limit corresponds to columnar growth of polycrystalline 
grains with voided grain boundaries, while the smooth limit corresponds to a 
polycrystalline microstructure with dense grain boundaries and a relatively smooth 
surface topography [105].  Speckle metrology reveals that the extent of microscopic 
magnetic memory is dramatically different depending on the growth-induced disorder in 
these films.  Return-point memory of the domain configurations is quantified by the 
cross-correlation coefficient between speckle patterns measured at the same field point on 
a hysteresis loop, but following one or many minor or major loop excursions away from 
the initial point. 

Consider first the return-point memory when the end points are at the coercive 
point, where M = 0 and many domains are present.  It was found that the smooth sample 
exhibited finite memory for minor loops that stopped short of saturation [87].  However, 
once saturation was reached in minor or major loops, all return-point memory of domain 
structure was lost.  This is consistent with essentially random nucleation and growth of 
domains from saturation in the smooth sample.  The rougher, 12 millitorr sample, on the 
other hand, exhibited non-zero return-point memory for both minor loops to saturation 
and major loops.  Figure 23 shows the RPM for major loops for this sample, where the x-
axis corresponds to the starting and ending field at which the cross-correlations were 
evaluated.  The sharp onset of memory at negative fields corresponds to the initial 
nucleation of domains in a loop starting from negative saturation.  Following the 
nucleation peak, the cross-correlation remains high as domain growth and wall motion 
proceeds, before falling to zero as saturation is approached.  Thus, while domain 
nucleation exhibits strong memory, as domains proliferate their distribution becomes 
more random.  This characteristic shape of the memory vs. endpoint H is retained for 
cross-correlations between tens of major loops, indicating that the increased structural 
disorder contains numerous pinning sites that influence both nucleation and growth of 
domains in a very robust way.   
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Its relatively direct and quantitative statistical measure of microscopic magnetic 
memory of a large structural ensemble suggests that the speckle metrology technique will 
become a useful tool in studying a variety of magnetic systems where details of the 
reversal mechanism are of interest.  Magnetic storage media are one example, where the 
interplay between structural and magnetic disorder are expected to have a strong bearing 
on signal-to-noise and related device performance issues.  In addition to this new form of 
speckle metrology, it is expected that lenseless imaging and time correlation spectroscopy 
using coherent magnetic scattering will grow as the limits of their capabilities are more 
fully established. 

 
 

6.  Direct magnetization imaging  
 
Several different approaches for direct (real space) magnetic imaging have been 

developed utilizing resonant XMCD and XMLD to gain sensitivity to ferromagnetic and 
antiferromagnetic structure.  These are broadly categorized as electron imaging 
microscopes and zone-plate microscopes that utilize x-rays entirely to form images.   

 
6.1.  Photo-electron emission microscopes 

 
One approach images low energy (secondary) electrons emitted from a magnetic 

surface, much as in the SPLEEM technique discussed in Chapter 9.  Rather than using 
spin-polarization detection, however, magnetic contrast is gained through the XMCD or 
XMLD effects on the secondary emission, requiring incident tunable soft x-rays of 
suitable polarization [106, 107, 108, 109].  Such photo-emission electron microscopes 
(PEEMs) have routine spatial resolution of ~ 50 nm set by chromatic aberrations of 
imaging secondary electrons.  Elaborate schemes to improve this resolution down to ~ 1-
2 nm are under investigation.  The extreme sensitivity to surface magnetic properties of 
secondary emission enables the study of smooth surfaces and layers buried under only 2-
3 nm of material.  Short, pulsed fields applied between synchrotron x-ray pulses are 
feasible, and have been used to study magnetization dynamics in confined thin films 
[110, 111].   Static applied fields orthogonal to the nominal electron trajectory are 
incompatible with low energy electron imaging.  Other limitations include the inability to 
study layers and interfaces several nanometers or more below the surface and samples 
that are insulating or have surface topography that yields unwanted contrast. 

These properties make PEEMs especially powerful to study exchange bias 
systems, where XMCD and XMLD contrast allows imaging of ferromagnetic and 
antiferromagnetic domains, respectively, in the same sample [112,113].  In addition to 
spatial resolution, quantitative spectroscopy can provide detailed information about the 
anisotropy axes in different layers [114] and interfacial spins [115].   

 
6.2. Imaging and scanning zone-plate microscopes 
  

Two distinct types of soft x-ray zone-plate microscopes, full field imaging and 
scanning, have been utilized to image magnetic structure.  Their fundamental components 
are illustrated in Figure 24.   High-resolution Fresnel zone plate lenses are at the heart 
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Figure 24.  Two different microscope configurations using zone-plate lenses to image 
magnetization.   

these microscopes.  These ultrafine diffracting structures require state-of-the-art electron 
beam lithography to precisely position concentric circular rings over large areas forming 
the physical aperture of the lens [2, 116].  The diffraction-limited spatial resolution 
offered by a simple zone-plate lens approximately equals 1 where δ  is the width 
of the outermost zone.  For current lithography technology the diffraction limited spatial 
resolution is 18-30 nm.   

Nrδ22. Nr

Full field imaging microscopes require a condenser optic to illuminate the sample, 
followed by a high resolution zone plate to project an image onto a 2-dimensional 
detector [117, 118].  Coarse resolution zone plate lenses are often used as the condenser, 
although focusing mirror condensers may also serve this purpose.   

Scanning transmission zone-plate microscopes utilize a single high-resolution 
zone-plate lens to focus a high-brightness incident beam to a diffraction-limited spot.  
The sample is raster-scanned through the focal spot, and the transmitted intensity is 
monitored.  An order-sorting aperture slightly smaller than the opaque central region of 
the lens is positioned to aperture most of the radiation not diffracted in first order 
(focused) by the zone plate.  Compared to a limited field of view of an imaging 
microscope, the field of a scanning microscope is limited only by the scanning stages. 

Both types of zone-plate microscopes obtain magnetic contrast via the XMCD 
effect in transmission absorption.  Transmission geometry requires freestanding samples 
or samples on semitransparent substrates.  For samples with magnetization in the 
substrate plane, the sample must be tilted away from normal incidence to obtain magnetic 
contrast (∝ ), while samples with perpendicular anisotropy are easily studied at 
normal incidence.   

1mp
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Figure 25.  Scanning transmission x-ray microscope images of the same 60 x 60 µm 
region of a demagnetized, 33 nm thick Fe film taken at three viewing angles as 
indicated.  Each image is actually the division of two images obtained with opposite 
helicity elliptical polarization tuned to the Fe L3 line to enhance magnetic contrast.  
These projections of M variation along the beam direction reveal a blade-shaped 
domain growing from the left into a larger 180° domain.  Arrows indicate M 
orientation along projected directions.  (From Ref. 126.) 

6.3.  Zone-plate imaging of domain structure 
 
The first SXR images of magnetic structure studied stripe domains in Gd/Fe 

multilayers having perpendicular anisotropy [119, 120], much like those in Figure 16.  
Such studies have expanded to include patterned films with perpendicular anisotropy 
[118, 121, 122], field-dependent domain behavior [123, 89], and extended [124] and 
patterned films having in-plane anisotropy.   

The first magnetic images from a scanning transmission x-ray microscope 
(STXM) [125] were of domain and domain-boundary structures in demagnetized films 
having in-plane anisotropy [38, 126].  Since tilting is required to obtain XMCD contrast 
for in-plane M, it is simple to extend tilting to multiple viewing angles in order to 
reconstruct the vector nature of magnetization resolved laterally across a film.  This is 
demonstrated in Figure 25, where three images show black and white XMCD contrast 
images obtained at viewing angles as indicated from a demagnetized, 33 nm thick Fe film 
[126].  Seen in these images is a needle- or blade-shaped domain growing into a larger 
region of nominally reversed magnetization.  Since the contrast in these images results 
from the projection of M along the viewing direction, the data is readily transformed to 
obtain the direction of M, as seen in Figure 26.  The main image shows in-plane M 
components that are color-coded to represent directions as indicated.  The inset shows 
perpendicular M components, with separate color scale indicating the angle out of plane 
(90 indicates in-plane M).   A rich variety of structure is observed at and near the grain 
boundary, including hybrid Néel and Bloch domain walls, pronounced perpendicular 
magnetization components at the core of vortex structures, and vortex pairs extending 
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Figure 26.  Composite 50 x 35 µm image of vector magnetization at the tip of blade 
domain growing into a 180° domain.  The main image shows in-plane magnetization, with 
arrows and color wheel indicating in plane directions.  The inset shows out-of-plane 
magnetization components, with 90° corresponding to in-plane.  (From Ref. 126.) 

well away from the main domain wall.  While these structures were known to exist before 
this study, the improved spatial resolution coupled with quantitative vector imaging 
capabilities are expected to yield new information on a range of magnetic features as they 
become more routinely used. 

To date, zone-plate microscopes have been developed primarily for polymer and 
wet chemical and biological studies, not for magnetic studies.  Implementing limited 
sample tilting and applied magnetic field capabilities has been feasible in these existing 
microscopes.  Future zone-plate microscopes specifically designed for magnetic studies 
would enable stronger applied fields, sample temperature control, more flexible 
transmission geometries, and reflection geometry studies.   Dynamic studies using pump-
probe techniques are compatible with both microscopes [127].  The high flux density in 
the focused STXM spot should enable interesting time correlation experiments analogous 
to dynamic light scattering using coherent scattering, only now in a small, well-defined 
sample volume.   
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6.4.  Complementarity of microscopy and scattering 
 
The results presented above raise questions concerning the relative utility of 

scattering vis-à-vis microscopy to study magnetic heterogeneity since, after all, 
microscopy was used to image (Figure 16) the same domains whose low q scattering was 
measured in both partially coherent (Figure 15) and more fully coherent (Figure 21) 
fashion.  Of course, microscopy and scattering have complementary sensitivity to 
magnetic heterogeneity.  Images provide direct, detailed information about local 
magnetic structure, especially isolated or individual features, that is unavailable from 
scattering.  Thus real space images are tremendously valuable because of their specific 
information content and because of the ease with which it is grasped.  The correlation 
functions from scattering, on the other hand, typically average over a larger ensemble 
than do images to provide (arguably) a statistically more robust measure of certain types 
of structure.  Scattering is inherently a dark field technique, and its very origin makes it 
extremely sensitive to magnetic heterogeneity.  Zone plate x-ray microscopy is a bright-
field technique, and so has somewhat different, albeit large, sensitivity to magnetic 
heterogeneity.    

In addition to these well-known attributes, specific differences are emerging as 
relevant in their comparative capabilities.  Spatial resolution in zone-plate microscopy 
scales as the inverse of the zone-plate numerical aperture that is difficult to increase 
beyond ~ 0.1.  Scattering can be measured out to backscattering with an effective 
numerical aperture (∝ q) of 1, and so can resolve features ten times smaller than 
microscopy.  This larger spatial frequency range over which signals are inherently 
Fourier filtered, coupled with a larger dynamic range, gives scattering significantly 
greater sensitivity to mixed heterogeneity than microscopy.  For example, simultaneous 
sensitivity to magnetic and chemical structure below the zone-plate resolution limit has 
been obtained in scattering measurements of granular recording media [91, 128, 129].  
The more open geometry of scattering experiments may make them more amenable to 
utilization in a variety of sample environments.   

Of course, the combination of scattering and microscopy generally provide more 
information that either technique in isolation. 

 
 

7.  Summary 
 
In summary, relevant core resonances for 3d transition and 4f rare earth elements 

provide elemental, electronic state, spin, and orbital moment sensitivity to spectroscopies 
in the soft x-ray spectral region.  These are driving the extension of the entire variety of 
spectroscopic, scattering, and microscopy techniques familiar from other spectral regions 
into the soft x-ray region, that in turn brings nanometer scale sensitivity to magnetically 
and chemically heterogeneous systems.  While these developments are still in progress, 
numerous studies have already demonstrated that the attributes of these soft x-ray 
techniques can impact our understanding of a variety of important systems.  Their general 
applicability to interfaces, thin films and near surface properties of bulk samples suggests 
that their application will expand.  Dynamic and time-resolved techniques, also familiar 
from other spectral ranges, are beginning to be combined with these unique capabilities 
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